Tree Guide
Give yourself a pat on the back. By choosing to plant a tree or a few trees, you are helping
your city become a more beautiful and environmentally friendly place to live. This guide will
help you choose your trees, walk you through the planting process, and give you tips on how to
care for your trees. If you have any further questions, please email them to
jwilloughby@cityoffrederickmd.gov.
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Choosing a Planting Site
Trees can be picky about where they live. It is important to assess what kind of growing conditions your planting site will be able to offer to your future tree. Some species can survive in
even the poorest sites, other species are more selective and will not tolerate certain soil and water conditions. Below you will find a list of things to consider when assessing your planting site.

Things to consider:
Space:
One of the first things to consider when choosing a tree is the amount of space that is available. Don’t worry if
you have a small yard. There are several small tree species you can choose from that won’t outgrow your yard.
Be sure to check for overhead power, telephone, and cable lines that could become problematic as the tree
grows. Also, call Miss Utility at (800-257-7777) to make sure there are no utilities under your planting site.

15ft - 30ft

10ft - 30ft

Small Trees

30ft - 100ft

30ft - 80ft

Big Trees

Soil:
Soil conditions are an important factor to consider before choosing a tree. Different species of trees are suited
to different types of soils. Planting a tree that is best suited to the soil in your yard will help your tree stay
healthy and reduce maintenance costs over the life of the tree. Soil compaction and soil drainage are the two
most important soil factors for trees. You can find instructions to test for these two factors below. For a more
comprehensive view of your soil, it’s best to send soil samples to a lab for analysis. A soil test will reveal the
texture, nutrient levels and pH levels for your soil. An alternative to performing soil tests is to identify the trees
that are already growing well in your neighborhood and draw conclusions on soil conditions. This method is not
very reliable, but it can give you a very general idea of soil conditions in your area.
Soil compaction:
• An easy way to see if you have compacted soil is by digging a hole. Measure how deep you are
able to dig before you run into hard packed soil. This is about the same depth that the roots of
your tree will be able to access.
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•

If you find that you are only able to dig a few inches before running in to hard packed soil,
remediation is required before a tree can be planted. Compacted soils can be remediated by
tilling the top 8 inches of soil and adding compost. Adding mulch around the tree will also help
alleviate some soil compaction.

Tree growth in compacted
soil.

Tree growth in normal soil.

Soil drainage:
• Dig a 12 inch x12 inch square hole that is 18 inch deep. Fill hole with water and let it drain completely.
• After initial draining, fill hole with water again and take an initial water level measurement. Wait
an hour and take another measurement to see how much water has drained.
• Soil with moderate drainage should have lost 2 inches of water. Soil with poor drainage will have
lost less than 1inch of water. Soil with high drainage will have lost more than 3 inches of water.

1 hr

18in

12in

Shading:
The amount of sunlight your planting site gets is another important factor to consider when choosing a tree. Different species of trees need different amounts of sunlight to thrive. Some trees, like tulip poplar and pin oak,
won’t grow in anything but full sunlight. Others, like dogwood and pawpaw, will grow best if planted in shade.
If your planting site gets at least 6 hours of sunlight a day, then its considered full sun. Anything less than 6
hours is considered partial sun. Even the most shade tolerant plants need at least 3 hours of sun a day.

Good Understory Tree
Placement

Good Canopy Tree
Placement
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Choosing a Tree
Choosing the species of tree to plant can be overwhelming, especially if you are not very familiar with all the different species that you can purchase. This section of the guide will make the
process of choosing a tree as easy as possible. After reading this section, you should be confident that you have chosen the correct tree. If you are still unsure, feel free to send your questions and concerns to jwilloughby@cityoffrederickmd.gov.

Choosing the right tree for your site:
Now that you have assessed the condition of your yard, you can eliminate all the species that won’t be able to
grow in your planting area from the planting guide spreadsheet (pages 5-6. For example, say that you have
30 feet of space for a tree and that the planting site only gets direct sun in the afternoons. You can eliminate
all the trees that are listed as needing more than 30 feet of space and those that need full sun. After repeating this process for a few more site conditions (soil texture, soil compaction, etc.) you could be left with a manageable list of trees to choose from.
If you are still not sure which species you want or if you are still left with too many choices, try using the decision tree, pun not intended, on page 7. The number to the right of the species name indicates the page number
for the summary of that species. This addresses only some of the factors you can use to choose a tree. It might
be helpful to draw your own decision tree with factors that are important to you. Also keep in mind that the
trees listed in this guide are just a starting point. There are many others that may be suitable that we just
couldn't fit in this guide.
Of course, site conditions shouldn’t be the only criteria for choosing a tree. You should also consider what kind
of services the tree provides, the effort required to maintain the tree, and even the appearance ofthe tree.
For example, it’s no use having perfect site conditions for planting hophornbeam, a small tree, when your goal
is to provide shade for your house. It would be better to choose a species that fulfills your goal even if the tree
would have less than ideal growing conditions. In situations like this it’s a good idea to send an email to
jwilloughby@cityoffrederickmd.gov with your tree choice and what you know about your planting site. We can
then let you know if that species is a good choice or suggest an alternative species.
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Common Name

Scientiﬁc Name

Height
Spread
Fall
Growth
Soil Moisture
Evergreen Range
Lifespan
(feet) Conspicuous Rate
Requirement
(feet)
ModerCrabapple spp.
Malus spp.
No
15-35 10-25 Yes
ate
Moderate Moderate
Fringetree, White
Chionanthus virginicus No
12-20 12-20 No
Slow
Short
High
Dogwood, American FlowerModering
Cornus florida
No
30
15-20 Yes
ate
Short
Low
ModerHawthorn spp.
Crataegus spp.
No
25-30 20-25 Yes
ate
Long
Moderate
Holly, American
Ilex opaca
Yes
15-30 18-25 Yes
Slow
Moderate Moderate
Hophornbeam/Ironwood Ostrya virginiana
No
30-50 25
No
Slow
Short
Low
ModerMagnolia, Sweetbay
Magnolia virginiana Moderately 10-50 10-50 No
ate
Moderate High
Pawpaw
Asimina triloba
No
6-20 Shrub Yes
Slow
Short
Moderate
Redbud, Eastern
Cercis canadensis
No
20-30 25-30 No
Slow
Short
Low
Amelanchier canadenModerServiceberry spp.
sis
No
6-20 10-15 Yes
ate
Long
Moderate
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No
No
Moderately
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Medium, Coarse
Fine, Medium
Medium, Coarse
Fine,Medium,Coarse
Fine,Medium,Coarse
Medium, Coarse
Fine,Medium
Fine,Medium,Coarse

Moderate

Low

None
Low
High

Moderate

Moderate
High
Low

Moderate Moderate
Moderate Moderate
Moderate Low

Low

Moderate Moderate
Moderate High

5.5-7.7 20

5.0-6.9 30
4.7-7.2 20
5.0-7.9 24

4.3-7.0 30
4.5-7.0 30
4.2-7.6 16

4.8-7.7 18

5.0-7.8 30
4.5-6.5 20

Flowering Tree
Flowering Tree,
Berry
Wind-screen

Flowering Tree
Flowering Tree

ModerateEdible berry

ModerateFlowering Tree
Yes
Edible Fruit
Yes
Flowering Tree

No
Yes
Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Soil Compac- Drought
Fertility
pH Root Depth Shade
Potential Uses
tion Tolerant Tolerance Requirement Range Min (in) Tolerance

Fine, Medium
Medium, Coarse

Soil Texture
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Quercus alba

Quercus phellos

Diospyros virginiana

Pinus strobus

Pinus taeda

Pinus virginiana

Oak, White

Oak, Willow

Persimmon

Pine, Eastern White

Pine, Loblolly

Pine, Virginia

Juglans nigra

Quercus bicolor

Oak, Swamp White

Walnut, Black

Quercus palustris

Oak, Pin

Nyssa sylvatica

Quercus rubra

Oak, Northern Red

Platanus occidentalis

Quercus prinus

Oak, Chestnut

Blackgum

Acer saccharum

Maple, Sugar

Sycamore

Acer rubrum

Maple, Red

Liquidambar styraciflua

Magnolia grandiflora

Magnolia, southern

Oxydendrom arboretum

Robinia pseudoacacia

Locust, Black

Sweetgum, American

Tilia americana

Linden, American

Sourwood

No

Gleditsia triacanthos

Honeylocust

Liriodendron tulipifera

Tsuga canadensis

Hemlock, Eastern

Juniperus virginiana

Celtis occidentalis

HackBerry

Poplar, Tulip

Ulmus Americana

Elm, American

Redcedar, Eastern

Yes

Betula nigra

Birch, River

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Fagus grandifolia

Beech, American

No

Evergreen

Taxodium distichum

Scientiﬁc Name

Baldcypress, Common

Common Name
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50-75

30-70

80-130

60-80

25-30

40-50

70-120

50-80

80-100

50-80+

20-60

50-100

80-100

60-80

60-70

60-80

60-80

60-70

40-60

60-80

50-80

50-70

30-70

40-70

40-60

60-80

40-70

50-100

50-70

Height Range
(feet)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Fall
Conspicuous

50-75

30-45

50-80

2/3 height

10-25

8-20

30-50

25-35

35-35

20-40

50-80

30-70

50-80

50-80

25-40

45-65

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

2/3 of height Yes

40-60

30-50

20-35

35-50

30-70

25-35

40-60

50-80

40-60

50-70

20-30

Spread

Moderate

Long

Moderate

Moderate

Short

Long

Long

Lifespan

Short

Long

Short

Long

Long

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Long

Long

Long

Long

Moderate

Very Fast

Moderate

Moderate Moderate

Very Fast

Very Fast

Slow

Slow

Very Fast

Very Fast

Very Fast

Very Fast

Slow

Very Fast

Slow

Very Fast

Very Fast

Moderate Long

Moderate Moderate

Slow

Very Fast

Moderate Long

Very Fast

Moderate Moderate

Very Fast

Slow

Very Fast

Very Fast

Very Fast

Slow

Very Fast

Growth
Rate

High

Moderate

High

High

Low

Low

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

Low

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

High

Moderate

High

Soil Moisture
Requirement

Medium

Medium, Coarse

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Medium

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Fine,Medium

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Fine,Medium

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Fine,Medium

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Medium, Coarse

Fine,Medium,Coarse

Soil Texture

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Low

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

High

Low

High

Low

None

Moderate

None

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Moderate

Low

High

Low

Soil
Drought
Compaction
Tolerance
Tolerant

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

High

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Fertility
Requirement

4.6-8.2

4.5-6.0

4.9-6.5

4.5-7.0

4.0-6.5

4.7-8.0

4.5-6.5

4.5-7.5

4.0-7.0

4.0-6.5

4.7-7.5

4.5-6.5

4.5-6.8

4.3-6.5

4.5-6.5

4.3-7.3

4.5-6.5

3.7-7.9

4.7-7.3

4.5-6.5

4.6-8.2

4.5-7.5

4.8-8.0

4.2-5.7

6.0-7.8

5.0-8.0

3.0-6.5

4.1-7.2

4.5-6.0

pH Range

40

30

30

36

30

23

32

20

35

40

36

12

48

40

30

36

28

40

30

42

36

30

48

28

36

42

20

32

40

No

Yes

Moderate

No

Yes

Moderate

No

No

No

Moderate

Yes

No

Moderate

Moderate

No

Moderate

No

Yes

Moderate

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Moderate

No

Yes

Moderate

Root Depth
Shade Tolerance
Min (in)

Edible Nut

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Wind-screen

Shade

Wind-screen

Wind-screen

Edible Fruit

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Specimen

Wildlife

Shade

Shade

Wildlife

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Shade

Potential Uses

Decision Tree
Small Tree

Big Tree

Pawpaw (10)
Serviceberry (11)

No
Yes

Do you prefer
evergreen trees?

Yes
Redcedar (22)
SouthernMagnolia (16)
White Pine (21)

Swamp WhiteOak (19)
Willow Oak (20)
Pin Oak (19)
White Oak (20)
Black Walnut (24)

Yes

No

No

Would you like your
tree to have unique
fall colors?

Yes

No
Do you want your tree
to have very visible
flowers?

Persimmon (21)
Hackberry (14)
Red Maple (17)

Sugar Maple (17)
Blackgum (24)
Sweetgum (23)

Yes

Do you want your
tree to produce fruit?

Yes

Do you have at least 60ft
of open space above and
around the planting site?
(check for power lines)

No
Does your planting
site have poorly
draining and compacted
soils?

Would you like to attract
birds, butterflies and
other critters?

Would you like
the flowers to be
fragrant?

No

Yes
SweetbayMagnolia (11)

WhiteFringetree (8)

No
Yes

Crabapple (8)
Dogwood (9)
Hawthorn (9)
Redbud (12)

Is your site susceptible
to strong winds?

No

Yes

Bald Cypress (13)
River Birch (14)
Honey-Locust (15)
Linden (15)
Sycamore (23)

Beech (13)
Chestnut Oak (18)
Northern Red
Oak (18)

No
Black Locust (16)
Tulip Poplar (22)

AmericanHolly (10)
Hophornbeam (10)

Tree encyclopedia

The following few pages contain pictures and descriptions of all the trees on the decision tree.
The goal of this section is to help you picture what the tree is going to look like once it’s grown
and to give you an idea of what to expect from your tree. The number before the species
name on the decision tree corresponds to the page number for that tree in the encyclopedia.

Crabapple (Malus spp.):
Crabapple is considered a large shrub or a small tree and is known for its attractive deep pink flowers. This
tree is great for small yards that receive full sun and usually grows to around 20-30 feet in height. Depending
on the cultivar (variants from the same species), crabapple is very attractive to birds. Crabapples can suffer from cedar-apple rust, but only if this tree is planted in close proximity to cedar trees. The infection is not
harmful to the tree, but can produce unattractive spots on leaves and nodules on the branches.

White Fringetree (Chionanthus virginicus):
White fringetree a deciduous shrub or small tree that can grow up 30 feet in height. A unique characteristic of
this species are is drooping clusters of white flowers. These flowers are slightly fragrant and usually bloom in
late spring or early summer. This tree grows well in moist, well drained, and fertile soils. It is also tolerant of air
pollution and is well adapted to city environments.
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American Flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida):
Flowering dogwood is a popular landscaping tree due to its attractive foliage and flowers. It is a small tree,
only growing to 15-30 feet. The flowers can be white, pink or almost red and are not fragrant. Dogwoods also
have relatively shallow root systems, making them better-suited to sites that have underground utilities nearby. It is important to ensure that this tree gets plenty of water, especially during the first year after planting.
Flowering dogwoods prefer acidic soil and will do well with azaleas, rhododendrons, mountain laurel, and
evergreens.

Hawthorn (Crataegus spp.):
Hawthorn and crabapple are part of the same family, Rosaceae, which may explain their similar appearance.
Hawthorn, like crabapple, is a large shrub or small tree that can grow to 30 feet. It prefers to grow in full sun
and in loamy soils. Hawthorn trees provide habitat and food for many different species of birds and small
mammals. Like crabapple, hawthorn can also suffer from cedar-hawthorn rust.
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American Holly (Ilex opaca):
American holly is an evergreen shrub/tree that can grow to be 15 to 30 feet in height. These characteristics
make holly a good species for screening unwanted views, but it is sensitive to harsh winds and should not be
used for wind screening. Tiny white flowers in late spring attract bees and other insect pollinators. This tree will
also produce red berries that attract birds and deer, but this requires male and female trees to be in close
proximity.

Hophornbeam (Ostrya virginiana):
This tree will normally grow to 30 feet in height and can tolerate difficult growing conditions and some shade.
Hophornbeams are recognizable by their unique, hop-shaped flowers. Although this species is deciduous, it
tends to hang on to its leaves well into the winter. Hophornbeam is sensitive to salt, so it is best to plant this tree
away from roadways where road salt is used. Otherwise, this is a great tree to plant in yards with poor soils.
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Sweetbay Magnolia (Magnolia virginiana):
Sweetbay magnolia is a small, flowering, and semi-evergreen tree. Magnolia is one of the oldest tree species
in existence today. They don’t produce the same quantity of flowers as dogwoods and crabapples, but the
flowers that magnolias produce are particularly beautiful and very fragrant. This tree likes to grow in full sun
and in well-drained soils. It will also tolerate periodic flooding.

Pawpaw (Asimina triloba):
This tropical looking tree produces the largest, native fruit in North America. The taste of the fruit is best
described as a cross between a banana and a mango. The fruits ripen in late summer and should be enjoyed
immediately after they are picked. Pawpaw trees should be planted in a small grove of at least 5 individuals
and in the understory of larger trees. Pawpaw trees require rich, moist soil to thrive.
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Eastern Redbud (Cercis canadensis):
Eastern redbud is arguably the most popular small landscaping tree in this region. Its popularity can be attributed to its attractive vase shape, heart-shaped leaves and its pink flowers. This species can grow in full or
partial sun, but requires moist soils. Redbud is also one of the first trees to bloom in spring.

Serviceberry (Amelanchier spp.):
Serviceberry is small, fruit-producing tree that can be either multi-stemmed or single-stemmed. This species
is one of the first to show in spring with small, white flowers. The berries ripen in June and are a great food
source for birds, small mammals and humans alike. The purple fruit can be eaten raw or can be made into jams
and jellies. This tree usually grows in bottomlands and can thrive in either full or partial sun.
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Baldcypress (Taxodium distichum):
Baldcypress is one of the very few deciduous conifers that are native to Maryland. It is a very flood tolerant
species, but it is also able to thrive in dry environments. This species is able to grow in standing water where it
develops its distinctive “knees” to supply oxygen to its roots. Baldcypress is a slow-growing, but long-lived tree.
It can eventually reach up 70 feet in height.

American Beech (Fagus grandifolia):
A mature beech tree is most easily recognized by looking at its bark, which resembles a giant elephant leg.
This species can grow up to 100 feet in height and is very common in wooded areas. Although it is slow growing, a beech makes a great shade tree. This tree can also be planted alongside faster growing species since it
is shade tolerant. Beeches will produce a small nut that is eaten by small mammals and birds.
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River Birch (Betula nigra):
River birch is best adapted to lowland sites with moist soils, but can survive in upland sites as well. The most
recognizable characteristic of this species is its flakey, salmon-colored bark. River birch also usually has two,
sometimes more, trunks. It is a fast growing tree and can also tolerate compacted soils.

Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis):
This underutilized species is generally known to be a very tough tree. It can thrive in a wide variety of environments and can even tolerate compacted soils. It’s easily recognized by its corky bark. Hackberry is a great
shade tree, especially in urban settings. Its fruit also attracts birds and other wildlife. Hackberries can easily
reach 50 feet tall or taller in ideal growing conditions.
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Honey Locust (Gleditsia triacanthos):
Thornless cultivars of this species are used extensively in landscaping. Naturally occurring cultivars are easily
recognized by the bundles of red thorns that grow on the trunk. This is a good species to plant in yards because its small leaves allow plenty of sun to reach the grass under the tree. This tree is also very fast growing
and drought tolerant.

American Linden (Tilia americana):
American linden, also known as basswood, is native to much of eastern United States. This tree is often planted
as an ornamental tree or as a shade tree. Linden trees are a great source of nectar for honeybees with their
sweet-smelling yellow flowers in the summer. The honey made from linden tree nectar is said to be among the
most delicious varieties. This species is sensitive to poor soil conditions and care should be taken when deciding
on a planting site. Basswoods regularly reach 80 feet or taller in ideal growing conditions.
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Black Locust (Robinia pseudoacacia):
Black locust is a fast-growing and short-lived tree. This tree is similar to honey locust, but is not as popular for
landscaping due to its shallow, aggressive root system and its poor form. This would not be a good species to
plant next to buildings or sidewalks. On the other hand, this is a great tree to plant near wooded areas because it requires very little maintenance and is great for spring pollinators.

Southern Magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora):
Southern magnolia is a popular ornamental tree in south eastern United States, but it can also grow as far
north as Ohio. Like sweetbay magnolia, this tree produces large, fragrant flowers and is evergreen. Southern
magnolias prefer to be protected from harsh winter winds and are ideal for sunny spots on the southern side
of homes. (This is the tree that is in front of Frederick’s City Hall).
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Red Maple (Acer rubrum):
Red maple is quite hardy and can withstand a variety of growing conditions, including compacted soils and
harsh winds. It is able to survive in nearly any soil and moisture conditions. This, along with its bright fall color, makes it a popular landscaping tree. While it may survive nearly anywhere, it is one of the least valuable
trees for attracting wildlife.

Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum):
Sugar maple is one of the most popular trees in the eastern United States. This tree is valuable commercially
because its sap is used to make maple syrup and its timber is used to make all sorts of wooden products such
as furniture and baseball bats. Sugar maple is also planted in landscapes as an ornamental or shade tree. Its
bright orange fall color and wide canopy make it well-suited to these uses.
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Chestnut Oak (Quercus prinus):
The chestnut oak is part of the white oak family and typically grows to 60 feet or taller. Chestnut oak is particularly beneficial to wildlife because it produces very large acorns. This tree is relatively hardy and can thrive
in nutrient poor and sandy soils, particularly dry upland areas. The large leaves make this an excellent shade
tree.

Northern Red Oak (Quercus rubra):
Northern red oak is one of the most common oaks found in Maryland. It can reach a height of 70 feet and has
a dense canopy reaching about 45 feet. This tree is well adapted to growing in urban environments and has
bright fall colors. It’s relatively fast growth and dense canopy make northern red oak a great shade tree. This
tree also has significant value to wildlife.
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Pin Oak (Quercus palustris):
The most distinctive feature on a pin oak is its branch structure. The upper branches point upward, the middle
branches are horizontal and the bottom branches slope downward. This structure gives pin oak visual interest
even during the winter. Pin oaks are one of the fastest growing oaks and prefer acidic soils. They thrive well
with flowering dogwood, rhododendrons, mountain laurels, and evergreens.

Swamp White Oak (Quercus bicolor):
Like the name indicates, swamp white oak prefers to grow in moist, lowland soils and can tolerate floods for a
short period. The large leaves, similar in shape to chestnut oak leaves, make it a good shade tree. These oaks
produce large acorns, making them ideal for attracting birds and other critters. It is faster growing than other
members of the white oak family and can reach a height of 80 feet and have canopy that can spread up to
50 feet. This species can tolerate compacted soils.
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White Oak (Quercus alba):
White oak is Maryland’s state tree. The tree can grow to be very large, up to 100 feet, and forms a stately
shape. Its shaggy grey bark stands out in winter. This is one of the slowest growing oaks, but it can grow in a
wide range of conditions. It grows best in coarse, moist and well-drained soils. White oak also tends to have
deep roots, so it is important to make sure that the soil at the planting site is not compacted.

Willow Oak (Quercus phellos):
Willow oak can grow to a height of 65 feet has the most unique leaves of all the oaks. It has smaller spearshaped leaves compared to the large, lobed leaves of other oaks. Other notable characteristics include fast
growth, lollipop shape and long lifespan. Willow oak is often planted as a street tree and the acorns it produces are an important food source for urban wildlife. This tree requires soils with high moisture and is not
drought tolerant, so It is important to make sure this tree has access to plenty of water.
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Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana):
Persimmon is one of the very few fruit-producing trees that are native to this region. The fruit looks like a small
orange tomato and usually ripens after the first frost in fall. New trees need at least 10 years before they start
producing fruit. Persimmon trees are also very hardy, disease-tolerant and are adaptable to a wide range of
soil conditions.

Eastern White Pine (Pinus strobus):
Eastern white pines are among the largest trees in the northeast. If planted in ideal conditions, white pines can
grow to be 150 feet tall. This evergreen tree is excellent for screening harsh winter winds and unwanted views
when planted with other evergreens. White pine is not tolerant of pollution or compacted soils. It can also make
a great outdoor Christmas tree.
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Tulip Poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera):
Tulip poplars are one of the most recognizable deciduous trees in eastern United States. They have cat-head
shaped leaves, white, tulip-shaped flowers and buds that look like duck bills. This tree can grow to be 120 feet
tall and is one of the few species that can compete with the eastern white pine for tallest tree honors. Tulip
poplar is a very fast growing tree, usually with tall, straight trunks. It can also resist pest and diseases that can
be problematic to other species.

Eastern Redcedar (Juniperus virginiana):
Eastern redcedar is an evergreen tree that can grow up to 50 feet in height. The tree is slow growing, but can
tolerate a variety of soils. The berries produced by redcedar are a vital food source for wildlife during winter,
when food is scarce. Redcedar trees also make good screening trees. This species should not be planted near
apple or hawthorn trees because it invites cedar-apple/hawthorn rust.
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Sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua):
Sweetgum is often planted as an ornamental tree due to its unique and vibrant fall colors. This tree is also a
very fast grower and can reach up to 70 feet in height. These qualities make it well suited to be planted as a
shade tree. Sweetgum can grow in a variety of soils, but is intolerant of shade and droughts. It is best to choose
a seedless cultivar if the spiny seed capsules will be problematic in your landscape.

Sycamore (Platanus occidentalis):
Sycamore has the largest leaves of any deciduous tree in eastern United States. It is also one of the fastest
growing trees and can reach heights of 130 feet. This tree is usually found on very moist areas next to river banks and on floodplain. The fast growth rate causes this tree to have relatively weak limbs. Therefore, it
should not be planted near houses or other structures that can be damaged by falling limbs. However, it makes
excellent habitat for hawks and other predatory birds because of its height and branch structure.
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Blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica):
Blackgum is another hardy and underutilized ornamental tree. It can survive in a variety of soils, but blackgum is mainly suited for lowland sites with moist soils. The dark, leathery leaves turn to shades of bright red
and purple in the fall. This species also suffers from very few infestations, tolerates compacted soils and makes
a great shade tree. The small purple berries in fall are often one of the first things eaten by birds and small
mammals.

Black Walnut (Juglans nigra):
Black Walnut is very fast-growing and can reach heights of 75 feet. A mature walnut tree produces an abundance of green, golf ball sized fruit. These fruit contain the walnut, which is edible after the fruit ripens and
turns black. Black walnut trees produce their own herbicide, juglone, which can kill smaller plants around the
tree. This should be taken into account if planting black walnut in a managed landscape. Black walnut prefers
moist soils, but can also thrive in upland areas.
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Locating Shade Trees and WindBreaking Trees
List of shade trees:
• Baldcypress
• Beech
• River birch
• Hackberry
• Linden (basswood)
• All maples
• All oaks except willow oak
• Tulip poplar
• Sweetgum
• Blackgum

~6ft

30-50ft
~10ft
~10ft
20-30ft
20-30ft

N

List of wind-screening trees:
• Eastern white pine
• Eastern redcedar

Ideal Shade Tree Locations
Ideal Wind-breaking Tree Locations

Using trees to provide shade and to break harsh winter winds is a great way to reduce electricity and heating
costs. A single large shade tree can save an average homeowner close to $100 annually. Likewise, planting
evergreens in key locations around a home can reduce heating costs during winter. Choosing the correct species
and planting location is vital to maximizing benefits provided by shading and wind screening trees.
Shade trees should be planted to the east or west of the home. Trees can also be used to shade south facing
walls, but can block sunlight in the winter if precautions aren’t taken. If planting shade trees to the south of a
home, locate them 10-20 feet from the wall and make sure to prune lower branches as the trees grow. In addition to the figure above, i-Tree design (page 26) can help find planting locations for shade trees around your
home.
Wind screening trees should be planted to the north or to the west of the house. The trees should be planted in
a line parallel to the north or west wall and should extend approximately 10 feet past the edges of the house.
Space individual trees about 6 feet apart depending on species. Be careful to not block sunlight from entering
the home if planting to the west of a home.
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i-Tree Design
This website was developed by the U.S. Forest Service to help you locate shade and wind
screen trees around your home. It can also calculate all the benefits you can expect to see after planting your tree(s). This tool is very useful for comparing different tree species and planting sites around your home. Click on the logo below to go to the site. Detailed instructions on
how to use the site are also provided.

i-Tree Instructions:
Step 1:
The first step is to type in your
street address. The site will show
you your house on Google Maps.

Step 2:
The site will then ask if you want
to calculate how trees affect your
utility bills. Answer yes and then
follow the instructions to outline
your house on the map.
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Step 3:
Then the site will ask you some
information about your house.
Choose from the options and click
OK. Then click “Place Trees” on the
left side of the screen.

Step 4:
The next step is to choose the
species of trees you are planting,
how wide the trunk is currently
(between 4 and 6 inches for newly
planted trees) and the amount of
sunlight the tree is expected to
get.
Now click the tree icon on top of
the page and then click on the
map where the tree will be planted. If you are planting more than
one species of tree you’ll need to
change the species options on the
left before placing the tree icons
on the map
You can also click on the icon to
the right of the tree icon (it looks
like a spider web) to see the best
locations for that tree.
Step 5:
After you place all your trees on
the map, you can see how big
they’ll get over time by clicking the
“Model Crown Growth” button on
the bottom of the page.
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Step 6:
Finally, click “Estimate Benefits” at
the bottom of the page and enter
the number of years in the future
you want to see benefits.
The tabs on top of the page
breakdown the benefits by type
and the tabs on the left breakdown benefits by years.
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Ordering and Planting Your Tree
You have assessed your planting site and picked the species of tree(s) you want to plant. Now
for the fun part, ordering and planting your tree(s)! While it may seem self-explanatory, following this guide will help you save money and give your tree(s) a good start at their new
home. Follow the steps below to order and plant your tree(s).

Ordering your tree(s) on your own:
Trees can be ordered from any nursery, but you will be eligible for a $25 coupon towards your tree purchase
through the Marylanders Plant Trees program if you order from the following nearby nurseries:
•
•
•
•

Clearwater Landscape and Nursery
Mar-Lu View Nursery & Landscaping Inc
Stadler Garden Centers Inc
The Dutch Plant Farm

Keep in mind that not all nurseries will have all the species. Order your trees well before spring to ensure that
your tree arrives during planting season. Click on the picture below to print your coupon.

Marylanders
Plant Trees

Save $25
!
on a tree today

Tear Here and Take Home

Plant and be counted!
Register every tree you plant at

trees.maryland.gov
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Ordering your tree(s) from Tree Frederick:

The City updates its species list each spring, depending on what's available at our supplier, and in an
effort to maintain diversity in the City's overall canopy. The form will be active only when we are open for
sales, usually in spring.
•
•
•
•

Choose your species from the current year's order form. Keep in mind that not all species offered
listed are included in this guide.
Go to cityoffrederickmd.gov and fill out the Tree Frederick order form.
Email the completed form to jwilloughby@cityoffrederickmd.gov
Send in your payment and a copy of the completed form to City Hall, 101 North Court Street,
Frederick, MD 21701

We'll send you an email after sales are complete. We will have a group pick-up date when you can pick up
your trees. Pick-up will be within the City.

Tree planting instructions:
If you order your trees from other nurseries or want to do the planting yourself, follow this guide. The planting
process is very stressful for the tree(s). If care is not taken the young trees will have a difficult time adapting
to their new environment and could even perish from the shock.
Required tools and materials:

Shovel
Planting Procedure:
•

•

Water

Mulch

Dig a hole. Make sure it is about three times as wide as the root ball on your tree. This will make it
easier for the tree to expand its roots as it grows, especially in compacted soils.
3x

1x
Carefully remove your tree from its container/burlap. Support the root ball when handling the tree.
Holding the tree by the trunk could cause it to separate from its roots. Make sure to peel away at
least 2/3 of the burlap and wire from the root ball.

Or
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•

Place the tree in the hole. The tree should only be deep enough to cover its roots and the root collar
should be exposed. Backfill soil under the roots if the tree is too deep.

X

•

Back fill remaining space around the tree and water. Leave a donut shaped ridge around the trunk so
it can hold water.

•

Spread mulch around the tree. Make sure the mulch is not touching the trunk.

•

Finally, add 10 to 15 gallons of water to your tree. Be careful to not wash away mulch and soil if
you’re using a hose.

X
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Taking Care of Your Tree(s)
Congratulations! You’ve made it through the difficult parts of choosing and planting your
tree(s). Now, you simply have to care for your tree(s). The remainder of this guide will help
determine what kind of maintenance trees(s) need and when it should be done. This section will
also help you identify some common tree health issues. Don’t worry, taking care if trees is relatively easy compared to some other garden plants.

Seasonal maintenance guide:
After planting care:
• Water: First thing to do after planting your tree is to water it. Give your tree about 15 gallons once a
week for the first 6 months. Young trees are sensitive to drought.
• Deer protection: If your yard gets visited by deer, it is a good idea to place shelters around your
trees. Multi-stemmed species, such as serviceberry, should be fenced instead. Deer can easily kill
young trees by grazing on their leaves and twigs. Tree shelters can be purchased in most garden
stores and should be at least 4 feet tall.
• Mulch: It’s a good idea to apply mulch around your tree to protect it from lawn mowers and to help
reduce water loss. The mulch should form a donut shape around the trunk of the tree.

Fall Care:
• Mulch: If you haven’t replaced the mulch around your tree this year, this is a good time to do so
because it can protect the roots from harsh winter temperatures and maintain moisture in the summer.
Mulch also acts as fertilizer for your tree, especial if it’s mixed in with leaves and other organic matter.
• Ensure that the mulch is not touching the trunk of the tree. This can cause the trunk to rot.
• Deer Protection: Double check that your protective measures against deer are adequate. Small trees
less need tree tubes to keep grazing deer away. Trees larger than 6 feet do not require protection
from deer.
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Winter Care:
• Deer Protection: Occasionally check your tree for signs of grazing.

Spring Care:
• Wash away salt: If your tree is located near a roadway, the soil around your tree might have accumulated excess salt. It is best to wash the salt off your tree and replace the mulch around the base. Do
this while the ground is still frozen so the salt doesn’t seep into the soil.
• Check for weeds: keep an eye out for weeds around the tree. Weeds can take water and nutrients
away from your tree.
• Water your tree: Check to see if the soil around your tree is too dry. If so, water your tree until soil is
moist but not soggy.
• Deer Protection: Double check your tree tubes

Summer Care:
• Continue pulling weeds: occasionally check for weeds and remove them.
• Continue watering: If soil around your tree is dry or if it hasn’t rained in the past week. Make sure to
water your tree weekly.
• Adding water slowly for a longer period of time is best because it will encourage deep rooting.
• Deer Protection: Check if your tree is out growing existing deer protection. If so, adjust the tree tube
to accommodate growth or remove them if the tree is taller than 6 feet.
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Tree Troubleshooting
Trees can suffer from a variety of ailments, though most of them can be easily remediated
once the cause is identified. If you do notice that your tree is not growing as well as it should,
this section can help identify the problem and find some potential solutions. Keep in mind that
this is only a guide for identifying general issues. Some issues could be more serious or specific
to certain species and require attention from a professional arborist.

Common problems:
Water access:
The most common causes of tree health issues are usually related to water availability. Luckily, these are the
easiest problems to address.
		
Under-watering:
An under-watered tree typically has leaves with brown edges. An easy way to check for under-watered
trees is to get a long screwdriver and gently push it into the soil around the tree. If the soil is under-watered then it will be difficult to push the screwdriver into the soil.

Over-watering:
An over-watered tree could look healthy from a distance. Often, the leaves of an over-watered tree will
be fragile and break easily. The soil around the tree will be constantly wet. Also, new growth on the tree
may turn yellow and start dying.
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Nutrient Access:
Another issue your tree could suffer from is limited access to nutrients. Properly mulching and applying compost around the tree will usually supply adequate nutrients for the tree, but in some cases additional fertilizer
may be required to remediate the soil. Nutrient access issues are more difficult to identify and may require an
arborist to correct the problems. Here are some clues you could look for to see if your tree is having nutrition
issues:
• Tree is not growing as much as in previous years or as much as expected for the species.
• Leaves are discolored at odd times of the year.
• Tree is losing leaves at odd times of the year.
• Branches starting to die.
		
If your tree is showing any of these symptoms and you have eliminated the possible water and light access
issues, you may need to add fertilizer to the soil around the tree. Having a soil test done will help determine
the specific nutrients you need add into your soil. Using a general purpose fertilizer is not recommended and ,
in some cases, it may be illegal.

P

K+

N
N

K+
N

K+

Compacted Soils:
You should have already verified that the planting site did not have compacted soils before planting, but it
is possible that soil could have been compacted after the tree was planted or that the tree has outgrown the
area with healthy soil. Compacted soils lead to poor water and nutrient access for the tree and can cause
a decline in tree health. Some symptoms trees can exhibit include stagnating growth, reduced canopy and
branch dieback.
If you have not yet, test for compacted soils with the method highlighted in the things to consider section of this
guide (Page 2). If you have tested for compacted soils already, then ensure that the tree roots haven’t outgrown the area you tested. Tree roots often grow wider than the canopy of the tree, so be sure to test soil that
is well beyond the longest branch on the tree. If you find that the soil is too compacted, try mixing in compost
to the top 8 inches of soil.
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Tree Diseases and Pests:
Diseases and pests are often the most serious hazards to tree health. In most cases, you can tell if your tree is
suffering from a pest by taking a look at its leaves or bark. Leaves with holes in them or that look shredded
are a sign of an insect infestation. Diseases are harder to identify because the exhibited symptoms can be
similar to water or nutrient issues. In either case, the best course of action is to contact your local Maryland
Licensed Tree Expert to discuss treatment options.
Some species, such as hemlock and ash, are particularly prone to diseases and pests. Planting of these species
is not recommended unless precautions are being taken to prevent infestations. For example, planting hemlock
is not recommended unless you are willing to treat the planting site to prevent woolly adelgid infestation.
Other tree species that don’t typically suffer from a prevalent disease or pests, such as blackgum or tulip poplar, can become susceptible to infestations if they are stressed. The best way to prevent infestations is to ensure
that your tree has healthy growing conditions.
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Tree FAQs
This section is designed to address some common questions people may have when deciding to
plant a tree. If you have further question please send them to sustainability@cityoffrederick.
com

Q

What do I get out of planting more trees?
Reduced pollution, better air quality, a more beautiful yard, less mowing, better health, cooler summer
temperatures, less water pollution, food (if you pick the right ones), and increased property values.

Q

What trees should I plant if I don’t want to look at my neighbor’s hot tub?
Screening trees are the answer. Species such as eastern white pine, red cedar, and American holly have
low canopies that can block unwanted views. It is best to plant a combination of trees and shrubs, so you
will still have a screen as the trees grow taller.

Q

Which trees are best for attracting birds to my yard?
Generally, trees that produce berries or nuts attract birds. Some examples include serviceberry, american holly, eastern red cedar and most species of oaks.

Q Which trees have the best fall colors?
Sugar maple, red maple, northern red oak, sweetgum and blackgum are known for their unique fall
colors.

Q

Which trees produce the prettiest flowers?
These are the species that produce the most visible flowers: Crabapple, flowering dogwood, hawthorn,
sweetbay magnolia, redbud, and southern magnolia.

Q

Do I have to get any permits or permission from City of Frederick before I plant a tree?
There are no permits required for planting trees on private property. If your tree might have limbs that
encroach on a neighboring property as it grows, get consent from the property owner before planting.
Also, check for overhead and underground utilities by calling Miss Utility.

Q

Which trees require the least maintenance?
All trees require at least a little maintenance. If they are planted in appropriate areas, species such as
red maple, blackgum, hophornbeam, and eastern white pine are susceptible to very few diseases and
pests.

Q

Which trees drop the least amount of stuff (leaves, seeds, fruit ect.)?
All trees will drop something. In general, evergreen trees will have the least amount of messy droppings.
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Q

Are there any trees that produce stuff I can eat?
Yes! Persimmons and pawpaws are delicious and can be eaten right off the tree. Just make sure you
wait until they are ripe. Serviceberries are also edible, but its best to make them into jams or jelly.

Q

Why can’t I just plant a normal apple tree or a callery pear tree?
Because these trees aren’t native to Maryland and it takes a lot of work to make them produce edible
fruit.

Q

Can I still plant a tree if my yard is surrounded by power and telephone lines?
In general, it is not recommended to plant a tree directly under a utility line because it would restrict
maintenance access. Planting small trees, such as redbud and serviceberry, near utility lines should not
be a problem. Make sure to call miss utility to check for underground utilities as well.

Q

Are there trees I can plant that won’t kill my lawn?
Small trees will let enough sunlight through to your lawn. If you want to plant a large tree, honey locust
and black locust have compound leaves with small leaflets. This means that light can pass through their
canopy and reach the grass underneath the tree.

Q

What tree should I plant if I want to shade my house in the summer or block the wind in the winter?
Large deciduous trees, such as maples and oaks, make great shade trees. Evergreen trees, such as red
cedar and white pine, can be planted as wind-breaking trees. These trees will raise their canopy as
they grow, so it would be a good idea to plant evergreen shrubs in their understory.

Q

My yard has compacted soils, should I still plant a tree?
It depends on the level of compaction. Some tree species are tolerant of compacted soils up to a certain extent, but even these will not be able to survive in severely compacted soils. It would be best to
amend the soil before planting a tree.

Q

I already have trees in my yard, should I still plant more?
You can never have too many trees. If you are like most people, you didn’t have a choice in what trees
were planted in your yard when you moved into your house. Now is your chance to pick trees that you
really like and make your home stand out. Also, if you have mature trees in your yard, it would be a
good idea to start planting young, shade-tolerant trees. That way the trees you plant now can take
over when the older ones start dying.
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Q

Do I really need to give my tree 15 gallons of water every week?
Yes! Trees are very thirsty, especially young trees. After the tree becomes established and its roots are
extensive enough it will need less watering.

Q

Do I really need a tree shelter?
It depends on how often your yard is visited by deer and small mammals (rodents, voles, etc.). If you
have a fenced yard and don’t have problems with deer and voles then you don’t necessarily need a
tree shelter. Also, trees taller than 6 feet usually don’t require tree shelters at all.

Q

Can I still plant a tree if my yard is sloped?
Yes, you can. Be sure to choose a species with a deep root system, such as sugar maple and white oak.
It would also be a good idea to leave an extra tall berm around the mulch so water has a chance to
reach the roots.

Q

I’m impatient, which trees are the fastest growing?
Many of the larger trees have fast growth rates. The species that are most well known for their fast
growth are sycamore, tulip poplar and river birch. Be careful planting fast growing trees next to houses and streets, some of them have weak branches that are prone to failure.
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Planting Trees in Public Right of Way
In some cases, you may have the option of having the city plant a tree in front of your property. The parks department and the city arborist will be able to assist you with this process.
The following information is from the City of Frederick website. If you have further questions or
want to start the application process, please call the city’s arborist at (301) 600-1233.
1. Who manages the street trees located between the curb and sidewalk?
All trees planted within the public right-of-ways are managed by the City of Frederick, which are regulated under the
State of Maryland Roadside Tree Care Laws.
2. Am I allowed to have a tree planted in front of my property; and if so, what steps do I have to follow to do so?
In order to have trees planted owners must go through an application process via the Parks Division or the Parks Division
website. Once applications are received at the address posted on the application the property will be inspected by an
authority from the Parks Division. During this inspection the authority will assess if there is space available and no utility
conflicts for the planting of a tree. After the property has been inspected the Parks Division will make the determination if
a tree can be planted while keeping up with efforts to ensure public safety and reduce maintenance costs for the City of
Frederick.
3. Can I decide what tree to have planted in front of my property?
All trees planted in the City are selected from the City of Frederick’s Recommended Tree list. In most cases the owner has
the option to choose between two or three species, but due to many long term neighborhood and community infrastructure
issues, final decisions are up to the Parks Department.
4. As spring comes, am I allowed to mulch and/or plant flowers around the street tree in front of my residence?
Yes, you are allowed to mulch and plant around the public right-of-way tree. For the health of the tree, according to
current arboricultural standard practices, no more than two to three inches of mulch should be applied and to stay a minimum of six inches away from the tree trunk collar. The excess soil and mulch will cause the bark to rot enabling stress to
the tree; this will expedite the decline.
Permanent borders or built-up planters around trees are not allowed. They are a trip hazard and cause undesirable root
growth.
5. Who is responsible for the pruning of the street trees?
The City of Frederick employs an arborist who is a Maryland Licensed Tree Expert and International Society of Arboriculture certified. Additionally, the City employs other staff that is Maryland Certified Roadside Tree Care Experts within
their maintenance crews. Our Arboricultural staff routinely visits each public right-of-way tree and provides appropriate
maintenance using a tree inventory system. This is system is utilized to assist preventative maintenance scheduling on a
5 to 7 year cycle. A majority of the trees have an identification number associated with them to help track their growth,
health, pruning, removal, and replacement.
Note: Residents as well as professional arboricultural companies are not allowed to prune any public right-of-way tree
without the permission/authority of the City of Frederick
6. I believe that my street tree is dead. How should I have this tree removed?
Contact the City of Frederick Arborist in the Parks Division at (301) 600-1233 and state your concern. Once the Parks
Division has been notified, the tree will be evaluated. Base on the evaluation proper steps will be taken by the Parks Division to remove the tree if necessary.
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